
M E N T A L  W E L L N E S S

Great Time Tantra
आमोदाव�ध: 



तं�या सका�� जा�, उज�या �यानम,�यानेन धारणा,
धारणया �नण�यम, �नण�य �नम��त यश��वः ||

Tantra creates Positive Energy, Energy matures Meditation,
Meditation creates concept, concept makes decision, and

Decision creates success 



W H A T  I S  T A N T R A

Tantra, a Touch Therapy, lies on the principle of Geo-physical science of magnetism. It is proven that all
our emotions are controlled by hormones. In Tantra, practitioner gives sensual touches on different points
of body and arouses blood pressure to  a targeted level and push over to the hormonal release points to
regulate them.

Tantra aims to use of various techniques, deep breathing, relaxation, connecting exercise to help drop you
into 'reality' to truly see, feel and experience the sensation in the body, senses and energy. There are seven
principles within Tantra These principles are Surrender, Awareness, Movement, Breath, Sound, Intention
and Acceptence.

About

O R I G I N

Tantra comes from Nervous System( Hindi: तं��का तं�) which means the Healing art of Neurons. It has been
invented and first practiced by Sage Patanjali(मह�ष� पतंज�ल) in ancient time of India. The sage invented this
Touch therapy art for the purpose of quick and easiest way of meditation as it is very difficult and lengthy
and timetaking process on meditation through Yoga, but they also realised many other benefits of Tantra
which never comes from YOGA. 

B E N E F I T S

Easy and quickest way of meditation.
Best method of removing Negative Energy.
Unique treatment of Hormonal irregulation.
Heal from Past’s traumatic anxiety
Improve self-awareness and develop your potential
Boost your self-confidence
Clean and rejuvenate your vital energy channels 
Make you feel more balanced
Fill the brain with positive and healing vibes
Develop problem-solving ability
Meditate with more concentration 
Handle post lockdown depression

Tantra gives many benefits.
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W H A T  I S  T H I S  S E S S I O N

Tantra has its 7 Levels. This 3 Days Session is concise'd version of all 7 levels. Be informed that This 3 days
session does not mean that it is a complete course but essence of Course. This session purposed to receive  
all levels one by one.  



Inclusions

 A Hotel 5/4 star (subject to availability)
 Hotel accommodation.
 All 3 Meals (Veg only) for each day.
 All Expenses related to Therapist(s).
 Airport pick-up and drop-off
 Water, tea, coffee.
 Daily meditation classes
 Pre and post retreat support from our team
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Exclusions

 Flight Ticket for Client.
 Local Travel.
 Travel insurance
 Visa fee
 Extra day/night (₹93,000 + Tax)
 Laundry.
 Local Sightseeing
 Any other activitie(s) which is not included in the Inclusions.
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Meditation

In a closed room, must be a huge hall, minimum 15x12 sq ft. area, containing
no heavy furniture or equipment, with a comfortable mattress or carpet.
Remove all body cloths and Lie-down on mattress in complete flat in face
up position. Do not use any pillow or any support for head. Close your eyes,
relax your body. 
Now concentrate to feel of air in room over your body hairs, on
goosebumps. At start, it will feel nothing but sooner you will start realizing
the air pushes over your body even in this closed room. During the
concentration, do not let your mind to lose into any other thought, that will
make you sleep. And sleep is the most powerful enemy of meditation.
30 Min is too long duration to practice this meditation if it is done in
proper way as defined.



DAY-1: ARRIVAL

 02:00 PM.

 02:30 PM.

 03:30 PM. 

 06:30 PM. 

 07:00 PM. 

 08:30 PM.

 09:00 PM. 

 09:30 PM. 

 10:30 PM.

Hotel Check-in

Introduction & Lunch

Repose Time

Explanation of Session

Full Body Tantra 90 Min  

Understanding Share

Repose Time

Dinner & General Discussion

Good night

 30 Min

 01 Hr 

 03 Hrs

 30 Min 

 90 Min

 30 Min 

 30 Min

 01 Hr.

 ---- 



Repose Time

different time-intervals during schedule which can be used for rest-time,
discussion, or off-schedule.



DAY-2

 09:00 AM.

 10:00 AM.

 10:30 AM. 

 11:00 AM. 

 01:00 PM. 

 01:30 PM.

 02:00 PM. 

 03:00 PM.

 06:00 PM.

 06:30 PM.

 08:00 PM.

 08:30 PM.

 09:30 PM. 

 10:30 PM.

Breakfast (Must be Light)

Repose Time

Meditation

Distinct Tantra 120 Min

Understanding Share

Repose Time

Lunch 

Repose Time

Explanation of Session

Energy Palpation 90 Min

Understanding Share

Repose Time

Dinner & General Discussion 

Good night

 01 Hr 

 30 Min 

 30 Min

 02 Hr

 30 Min 

 30 Min 

 01 Hr.

 03 Hr.

 30 Min

 90 Min

 30 Min

 1 Hr.

 1 Hr.

 ----



Understanding Share

Duration where Client shares his views and thoughts about last session he taken.
It is noted in a Text-Book.



DAY-3

 09:00 AM.

 10:00 AM.

 10:30 AM. 

 11:00 AM.

 12:00 AM. 

 12:30 PM.

 01:00 PM. 

 02:00 PM.

 03:00 PM.

 03:30 PM.

 07:30 PM.

 08:00 PM.

 09:30 PM. 

 10:30 PM.

Breakfast (Must be Light)

Repose Time

Meditation

Embrace Tantra (60 Min)

Understanding Share

Repose Time

Lunch 

Repose Time

Explanation of Session

Ritual Tantra (4Hrs.)

Understanding Share

Repose Time

Dinner & General Discussion 

Good night

 01 Hr 

 30 Min 

 30 Min

 60 Min 

 30 Min

 30 Min 

 01 Hr.

 01 Hr.

 30 Min

 4 Hrs.

 30 Min

 90 Min

 1 Hr.

 ----



Rules and Resposibilities
Wake up Timely so that session can start on time. 
Always respect your Therapists.
Listen carefully to your Therapist, No session will be arranged repeated.
Walking, Discussion anywhere within Hotel premises is allowed.
Any Sightseeing along with therapist outside of Hotel-premises is allowed only
after signing Therapist Safety Agreement.
 Any extension in days needs to be get approved from Office at least 2 days
prior.
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Do's
Any valuables, wallet, money, document must be kept is safe place. Therapist
and Company(AADI) will not be responsible for loss of any such thing .
It is mandatory to keep the waxed to your under arms and private organs.
Keep available some citric juice and some light diet. 
Do not try to lead the session. You are less aware about the tantra processes and
methods and our therapists are well trained and certified for tantra and they do
more than 60 sessions in a month, so they always know better than you.
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Don'ts
Please do not share your personal info with the therapist.
Do not keep wearing any ornaments, place all that in a lock before his/her
arrival.
Do not keep any person in the room during the session.
Do not eat heavy diet till 1 hour after the session. You can drink juice.
Smoking, drinking, non-veg food not allowed during session and should be
avoided after. These weakens your concentration power and control of your
body energy and converts all positive energy to negative energy.
Photography is prohibited.
No other person is allowed in Hotel during (From Check-in to Check-out) 3 Day
Session Time.
You will not do any inhuman activity / physical or mental torture to the
therapist.
You will not perform or encourage for any illegal activity during the session.
 You will not share your contact info with therapist nor you will ask to the
therapist for the same.
You will never try to contact our therapist directly. if found, your account will be
suspended for all future bookings. You will contact directly to our office
whenever and whatever you will require.
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DAY-4: DEPARTURE

  09:00 AM.

 10:00 AM. 

 11:30 AM. 

 12:00 PM.

Breakfast

Final Consultancy

Packing for Check-out

Check-out & Good Bye

  01 Hr 

 90 Min

 30 Min

 -----



... one and only true platform for original tantra practitioners in India. We have been
recognised, we have been awarded, and we have been promoted by many Media and
research companies like Times Group and AsiaOne etc.

We are.....

Its been mal-practiced tantra in India from
a long past due to lack of awareness and
it's definition. Many unidentified people
were/are doing 'whatever they want'
(hypocrisy) on the name of Tantra. Spiritual
practices were myth and no true instructor
was there to teach and specially no true
learner was there. And whoever practicing
on the name of Tantra they mixed sexual
fantasies to fulfil their own flesh-greed,
and it resulted to turn tantra a taboo in
modern and past population.

In 2010, we established a genuine and legal platform for the true art of Tantra and its
practitioners and save it from vanishing away from world. We proved and explained to
the world that tantra is not a taboo but a holy practice which is performed with the
essence of the Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti. It always has been a Touch Therapy. We
filtered the true practitioners and given the opportunities to practice and so we started
a candid and authentic treatments for all the tantra seekers.

Our Mission is always to make achieve Tantra it's
original recognition as a healing art, through which
all many people can realise it's worth and use.
Tantra needs to be trended as a different medical
dimension like allopathy, homeopathy, Ayurveda
etc so that the Conceptual victims of negative
energy could get healed. Spreading awareness
about its use and technics and describe how it is
different from sexual thoughts.

We see the future of Tantra as a reputed medical dimension which heals the patient
without any machines and any medicines but only Touch Therapy and Meditation.
Tantra has different courses which can make a person immune to all type of mental
damages and illness may happen in future. It will be a good medium to stay stress-free
and depression-free, which will help in mental-development and stay happy.



CONCEPT

Tantra, a Touch Therapy, lies on the principle of Geo-physical science of magnetism. It is proven
that all our emotions are controlled by hormones. In Tantra, practitioner gives sensual touches on
different points of body and arouses blood pressure to  a targeted level and push over to the
hormonal release points to regulate them. 
Tantra aims to use of various techniques, deep breathing, relaxation, connecting exercise to help
drop you into 'reality' to truly see, feel and experience the sensation in the body, senses and energy.
There are seven principles within Tantra These principles are Surrender, Awareness, Movement,
Breath, Sound, Intention and Acceptence.

IT FILLS POSITIVITY

Tantra removes negative energy and fills positive energy in body, which helps seeing
routine problems like a simple puzzle you always enjoy to solve.
Tantra is done through feathery touches (of course no pressure at all) which gives immense
pleasure and sensation on body. It activates maximum cells of body to feel the lavish soul.
Tantra works through regulating hormonal release to restore its health. It has been proven
the best naturopathy to heal when all other methods get failed.
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Thank you for Interest!
Please feel  free to ask more information about

Registration,  Course Fee & Avai lable Dates

1800-123-2234  |  info@aadistudio.com


